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A new adatom structure with significantly less angular strain than the 
simple adat. P geclaetry is proposed. The model involves J rebonding of 
=1/8 of surface atoms to the substrate in a manner similar to that 
occurring in the m-bonded-chain structure for the Si(ll1) 2x1 sur- 
face. The interference betueerl adato-, and substrate reconstructions 
forces the .smallest threefol.-sy!vmetric unit cells to be 5x5 and 7117 
in size. The proposed reconsiruct.ed-adatom model gives rise to 
structural features in good agreement with experiment. In particular, 
the inhomogeneous corr?o,* ion of the two halves of the 7x7 unit cell 
seen in vacuum-tunneling microscopy and the apparent need for stacking 
fault seauences in z 'asnneling exoeriments ere account-.d for. The 
rerults of surface I .  _ _  . 2nd structurc calculations on 2x2,  3x3, 5x5, 
and 727 adatom mcdels a-e preserced. 

I. ZhlXODUCTION 

The first teal ..ace imaging o f  the ? f 7  reconstructed SiClll) surface by 
Binnig e+, a1.l has generated new interest in the precise nature of the 
atomic bonding at this surface. 
maxima ir: the unit cell and deep holes at :he corners and sides of the unit 
cell with c corrugation as large as 2.8 b .  Except for a corner site, the 
lateral positions of the maxima coincide with the adatoms of HarriSOA'S 
model2 and the vacancies of the Lander model.3 
that the deep and inhomogeneous corrugations o f  the surface should be 
explainable by a simple relaxation or modification of t!. 
model. The nature of the modifications to be made has re2ained unclear, 
hawwer, because turneling microscopy docs not provide direct information on 
the scrfacs bonding geometry even thcugh it yields valuable information on the 
surface corcuga+ion. 

Vacuum- tunneling microscopy1 reveals 12 

Zinnig et d l  suggested 

!:arcison adatom 

nespite ths fact that the adatom model gives the best ap,reement of any 
simple structure wi:h the vacuua-tunneling results, it has not received 
universal acceptance 3s the correct structure for the 127 surEace. This is 
primarily tecar;se it i s  presently unclear whether this model is consistent 
with other experimental data or with theoretical considerations. 
complemer qry informekioa c the surface atomic structure from a recent 
analysie' or' RutherforC backscattering experiments5v6 indicates that the . 
. . MCABC . . . stacking sequerxe, characteristic r f  face-centered-cubic 
crystals, may be brok!.- at the suvface. Additional evidence for s;.c:king 
fauits 0- surface di,, ~rdtions has been dedoced from low-enetgy- electroir 
diffrnction (LRED) and from transmission electron microscopy. 

FJr example, 
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. 0 ’  - Several models8-10 which incorporate stacking fault sequen-es iii the unit 
cell and have structural features consistent with the observations of Binnig 
et ale1 have been proposed recently and will be examined in this paper. 

The acceptance of the adatom model for the 7x7 surface appears difficult 
also from theoretical considerations. 
cally stable 7x7 surface should be 1 w G r  than that of the metastable cleaved 
2x1 surface. In particular, the 7x7 surface should have a lower surface 
energy than the rr-bonded-chais struzture.11*12 In going from a chain to 
an adatm structure, the favorable energy lowering from IT bonding is presum- 
ably lost and, in addition, a significantly larger lattice strain is 
introduced. 
adatom mode’ indicate, howcvix, that the lowering of the dangling-bond density 
by a factor o 2 is sufficient to compensate for most of this energy loss. 
The 2 U  adator &el is found to be 0.12 eV (per 1x1 unit area) higher in 
energy than the 8-haded structure. This energy, although corsparable in 
size to the magnitude of tyoical surface reconstruction energies, is 
sufficiently seal1 that it makos further investigations of the adatom model 
neces sat;r. 13 

The surface energy of the thermodynami- 

The recent calculations of Northcup and Cohen13 for a 2x2 

In addition to constraints from vacuum-tunneling microscopy,T ion- 
channeling4 and surface-energy considerations the model for the annealed 
(111) surfaces of Si and Ge has to accocnt for a lerge body of other experi- 
mental data. These include nucleaticn of the 7x7 structure at steps;14 the 
anpearawe of stable 5x5 and 7x7 periodi~itiesl~ for Sn on Ge(ll1) and16 
for Ge on Si(ll1) surfaces; the similarities and differences in the 
p h o t o e m i s ~ i o n l ~ - ~ ~  and optical-absorption20,21 spectra of 2x1 and 7x7 
surfaces; eyidence €or uni ue surface and subsurface hydrogen chemisorption 
sites on the 7x7 surface;2q the possibility of magnetic 0rderir.g at. low 
tefn~eratures;~~ and a unique physisoLption site geometryz4 for Xe and Kr. 

In this paper the strtrctural and energetic aspects of the 7x7 end 5x5 
reconstruction3 are examined via total-energy calculations on a variety of 
models and on utit cells ranging from 2x2 to 7x7 in size. Large unit cells 
were used to eliminate uncertainties regarding the influence of unit-cell 
dimetsions on the magnitude of the relaxation energy fo- any particular model, 
and because f x  the adatom geometry proposed in this paper, the minimum unit 
cell size is 5x5. 

The paper is organized e s  follows. The results of energy-minimization 
calcula 
Sec. 11. For the particular case of a 2x2 rectangular iattice, the results 
are compared with those from ab initio self-consistent pseudopotenti2 
calculations of Nortnrup and Cohen.13 
is taken as a reference for comparing the differences between various 
structcres discussed in this and subsequent sections. 

*ns for the conventional type of adatom m d c l  are discussed in 

The surface energy for this structwe 

The possibility of substrate reconctruction involving a rebonding of 
atoms (as opposed to simple atomic relaxation) is discussed in Sec TLI. The 
wotivatitrn for this is the reduction of the Large angulat strains present in 
the conventional adatom model. The smallest structure for which this is 
pose~\le is a rectenbular 2x2 LaC-ice. For this lattice, the result3 are 
found to be only marginally better than the old rectangular adatom model. 
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Surprisingly, as shown in this section, it is found that as a result of the 
interference between the adatoe and substrate reconstructions. hexagonal 2x2,  
4x4, and 616 periodic structures are not possible for the new g e m t r y .  If 
the structure is required to have threefold syrmmtry. then the smallest 
hexagonal nX0- w i t  cells are 5x5 and 7x7. 
threefold sJgletry is calculated to have a much higher surface energy than the 
conventional adatm model. The reduced surface energy of larger unit cells is 
not primarily a result of the rotatidwl spaetry but arises from a removal of 
constraints inherent in smaller lattices. 

A 3x3 structure lacking the 

The results of calculatims on the new 5x5 adatasl geometry and a diwxs- 
sion of experimental results on the 5x5 and 7x7 structures are aresented in 
Sec. IV where it is showr that the model gives the following. 

(i) A surface corrugation consistent with that observed in vacuum- 
tunneling experiments. it provides an explanation for the inhomogeneous 
corrugation of the surface by having different relaxations and reconstructions 
in the two halves of the unit cell. 

(ii) Structural elements resesibling those arising from stacking faults 
at the surface.4 These come about directly as a cmsequence of tne re- 
bonding occurring in the substrate layer and are in good agreement with 
structural features deduced f r m  ion channeling. 

(iii) A lowering of the surface energy making the new structure energeti- 
cally competitive with the n-bonded- chain mode111*12 €or the 2x1 surface. 

(iv) An explanation for the striking similarity in polarization and 
angular dependence or' normal photoemission spectra for the surface states at 
r0.8 eV below the Fermi energy Ep in both the 2x1 and 7x7 surfaces.17*18 
Measured relative to the valence-band instead of Ep, this state 
is 20.3 eV more bound in the 2x1 surface than in the 7x7 surface. The new 
adatoln mode', provides a simple explanation for this energy difference. 

(VI Spzcific surface sites where hydrogen chemisorptio? is most likely 
to occur. It is proposed that hydrogen chemisorption at these sites leads to 
a large decrease of the swface energy. 

(vi) A greatly enhanced interaction among distant dangling bonds as 
compared to the simple adatm model. 
of spins should make a small but non-negligible contribution to the stability 
of 5x5 and 7x5 structures. 

This scggests that a magnetic ordering 

The results of cal.cu1atior.s for Himpsel's trimer model8 are discussed 
in Sec, V. 
briefly iu Sec. VI. 

The tight-bindiag-based method of c a l ~ u l a t i o n ~ ~  is reviewed 

11. SAWLR ADATOM MODELS 

A. Aiigular strains 

Two ada: -m taodf' d'th rectangular and hexagonal 2x2 unit cl?lls are shown 
in Fig. 1. In the ' -I" configuration where all bond lengt : are equal to 
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those in the bulk, the adatora is one interlayer spacing ( ~ 0 . 7 8  A in Si) 
above the substrate. 
configuration can be appreciated by considering the distributions of angles 
8 at the fourfold-coordinated surface atoms capped by the adatom. At each 
one of these second-layer at-, there are thrcr angles with the values of 

The large angular strains in this simple adatom 

8 = 1800 and e2 = e3 = 70.530 (1) 

which deviate sharply from the ideal tetrahedral angle of 109.47O. 

The adatom models shown in Fig. 1 are for the situation where the adatom 
is on a "hollow" site. 
atam. then larger angular strains ia addition to large bond-length strains 
develop. 

If the adatam is placed on a site above a second-layer 

I 

'. 

0 Adatorn 

0 Surface atom 

Second-layer atom 

Fig. 1. Top views of simple adatom models with rectangular and 
hexagonal 2x2 periodicities are shown in (a) and (b). In the 
unrelaxed geometry, the adatom falls the intersection of the three 
straight lines joining surface atoms to second-layer atoms. The 
resulting lbOo angles 80 to 16Oo-165O after re axation. 

The surface energy of the top-site geometry is suEficiently higher than the 
hollow-sii,e c~nPiguration~~ that it will not be considered in this - p r .  
The top-site geometry is also inconsiJtent with the results of 

- 
. ,  
5 1  vacuum- tunneling mictosccpy.1 
:I ._  

+ 
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It may be argued that relaxation of surface atoras will result in a large 
decrease of the angular strain energy. However, the present calculations for 
lattices from 2112 to 7117 in size show that the angles in Eq. (1) relax at best 
to values of 160° and 81°, respectively. 
achieved at the cost of increasing the adatom-substrate bond length by - 4 . 5 2  
over the bulk bond length. For a 282 hexagonal lattice, the reduction in 
total energy resulting from relaxation is about 1.4 eV per adatom. 

The angular relaxation is 

Considerations based on the angular strain energy of the adatom model 
suggest that this energy can be decreased apt:-?i;;l; + f  the epilibrium 
adatom-substrate bond length is larger than the underlying bulk bond length. 
A larger bond length prevents the adatom from falling on a straight line vith 
surface and second-layer atoms, thus decreasing 81 from 180°. 
Ge(lll)-Sn and Si(lll)-Ge systems where the Ge-Sn and Si-Ge bond lengths are 
both larger than substrate bond lengths, other possibilities for the 
optimization of the angular distributions exist if an ictermixing of the 
different atomic species takes place. The Ge(lll)-Sn adatom model is 
discussed below in Sec. C. The role of misfit strain energies in the 
reconstruction of annealed surfaces has been discussed by Phillips .26 

For the 

B. Surface energy of the rectangular 2x2 adatom 
model from tight-binding and pseudopotential calculations 

Northrup and Cohen13 have recently calculated the total-energy and 
atomic structure of a rectangular 2x2 adatom model [see Fig. l(a)l using the 
self-consistent pseudopotential method. They find that the relaxed adatom 
geometry has a surface energy lower by 0.17 eV/(lXl unit cell) relative to the 
unrelaxed ideal 2x2 surface and higher by 0.19 eV;(lXZ unit cell) as compared 
to 2andey.s n-bonded chain geometry.l1Sl2 
strains and frustrations inherent in the rectangular 2x2 lattice, which can be 
achieved, for example, by going to a hexagonal lattice, was proposed to lead 
to an even more stable adatom geometry. The present calculations, as 
described in more detail below, confirm this picture and how that a reductica 
of 0.05 eY/(lXl unit cell) occurs in going from the recthngular to the 
hexagonal adatom geomGtry. 

The removal of the lateral 

The atomic and electroaic structure cf the adatom geometry obtained from 
the two calculations are in generally very good agreement. However, the 
tight-binding calculations presented here €or various adatom geometries 
predict. the relative surface-energy- differences between variol;s adatom 
geometries more accurately than the differences between dissimilar geometries 
slrch as the ideal surface and the adatom geometry. This is because the 
Limited x3 basis set used in the calculations is too small to adequately 
account for the large angular strsins present in adatom models. Compared to 
pseudopotettial calculations, l3 the energy of the optimized rectangular 
adatom mode: is calculated to be 0.03 eV/(lxl cell) higher than that of the 
unrelared ideal surfwe instead of 0.17 eV/(:Xl cell) lower. Despite this 
problem of the tight-binding method in underestimating the binding ene:gy of 
an adatom, it is expected to be mora useful snd accurate in comparing the 
relative ensrgy differences hetween similar types O E  adatom structures 
consldered in this Faper. Cefining y E S  

y = surface energy (in eV/1X1 unit cell) (21 
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and taking the rectangular 2x2 lattice as reference, in the following sections 
the changes by in surface energy relative to the value for this lattice are 
giver!. On the basis of Northrup and Cohen's calculati03,~~ a decrease in 
y of greater than C.1S eV/(lXl cell) should make the adatom geometry more 
favorable than the n-bonded-chain model. 

C. Results of calculations on Si(ll1) adatom models 

1. RectanRular 2P2 cell 

The adatom and three substrate layers were allowed to relax. The optimum 
atomic 
forces.g5 In the unrelaxed geometry the adatom is approximately 0.78 R 
above the surface layer. After relaxation, the adatom moves away from the 
surface by 5n extra 0.39 &.  This is in good agreement with the 0.33 A 
calculated by Northrup and Cohen. l3 
give a bond-length stretching of 4.9% at the gurface as compared to 3.4% 
obtained previoi~sly.~~ 
values given in parentheses, are 

eometry was calvlated from a minimization of Hellmann-Feynman 

The present tight-binding calculations 

Some angular distributions, with the pseudopotential 

about the adatom, and 

e = 163O. 165O, 81°, 78O (ISSO, 169O, 790, 790 ( 4 )  

around the surface atoms capped by the adatom. 
deviations of +12O and --So from the ideal tetrahedral value occur about 
atoms on the second and third layers at the surface, respectively. The 
rectangular lattices lead to lateral strains and frustratior!s which are 
expected to be less severe in the hexagonal 2x2 cell discussed below. 

Much smaller maximal angular 

2. HexeFonal 2x2 cell 

The use of a hexagonal instead of a rectangular cell is calculated to 
lead to an energy lowericg of 0.2 eV/adatom or equivalently to a change in 
surface energy of 

by = -0.05 eV/(lXl unit cell). ( 5 )  

This can be attributed to a slight decrease of the angular and bond-length 
strains on this surface. The adaiom-surface bond length is stretched by 
~ 4 . 4 %  (as compared to ~4.9% before) and the angular distributions are 

e = 950 (6) 

abo:t the adatom, and 

8 7 160.4'. 81.4O (7) 

arauiid the surface atoms sapped by the adatom. Smaller- deviations of +lo" 
ar.d -40 from the ideal tetrahedral value ar:: also found in the second and 
third layers below the surface. 
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fhe 0.05-eV drop per 1x1 unit cell in the energy of the 2x2 hexagonal 
cell relative to the rectangular geometry brings the energy of thSs structure 
to within 0.14 eV/atom of the n-bonded-chain structure. The question, 
therefore, arises as to whether the use of larger unit cells will lead to a 
further reduction of this wergy. 

3. Ge(ll1)-Sn: 2x2  adatom model 

The addition of a ?raction @ €  a monolayer of Sn to the Ge(ll1) surface is 
knownz7 to result in a metastable 2x2 structure beforz the formation of 
stable 5x5 and 7x7 patterns.l5rZ7 
to Ge reduces the angular strains. For the optimum hexagonal 2x2 geometry, 
the Sn adatoms are calculated to be 1.6 A above the Ge surface. The 
optimization of structure leads to a Sn-Ge bond length of 2.73 A which is 4% 
larger than the sum of the respective covalent radii. The angular 
distributions are 

The larger covalent radius of Sn compared 

8 = 88.6O (8)  

on the adatoms, and 

8 - 157.3', 83.2' (9)  

on the substrate a+.oms capped by Sn. As shown in Sec. IV, a reconstructim of 
the bsurface leads to a lowering of the energy end results in a larger unit 
cell This is consistent with the observed 27 metastability of the 2x2 
recot structed Ge(lll)-Sn ctructure. 

4 .  5x5 and 7X? adatom models 

Slinple adatom models with 5x5 and ?X7 unit cells, with, respectively, 6 
anu 12 adatoms per cell, were examined to test khetiier the greater degrees of 
freedom for ator,c relaxation would leau to a h w e r  surfaceonergy. No 
restrictions on the &topic displacements were imposed. Each surface atom was 
moved in the direction of the Eellmann-Feynman forces25 acting on it by an 
amount proportional to the force. New forces we e then calculated and the 
process was repeated. The most extensive tesis bere made on 5x5 lattices. 
The adatoms as well as tha first three atomic layers at the surface (i.e., a 
total of 81 atoms per cell) were alloued to relax. After many iterations, the 
surface energy of the 5x5 adatom structure was calculated to be 
~ 0 . 0 4  eV/atom lower than that of the hexagonal 2x2 structure. About 10 
iterations were. also made for the 7x7 structure. Because of the large size of 
the unit cell, only the 12 adatoms and the first surface layer were allowed to 
relax. From the magnitude of the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on the atoms, 
it can be estimated th-: the structure and surface energy of the 7x7 lattice 
will be nearly the same as that of the 5x5 lattice. It appears that an 
increase in unit-cell size will not result in a sufficiently large decrease in 
the surface energy of the adatom model to explain the occurrence of such 
superstructures on annealed surfaces. For the simple adatom model, a 4114 unit 
cell should be aearly os likely to occur as a 5x5, 6x6, or a 7x7 cell. 
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1x1. NEW ADATOM HODEL 

A. Rectangular 2x2 cell 
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The simple adatom mode1 leads to three highly strained 180° angles per 
adatom in the ideal structure where all bond lengths are equal to the bulk 
value. As shown in Sec. 11, atomic relaxations lead to somewhat reduced 
angular strains and to values of around 160° for these angles. 
reconstruction mechanism that leads to a further reduction in the strain 
energy resulting in angles of ~135' is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for the case 
of a rectangular 2x2 lattice. The reconstruction involves a rebonding of the 
"rest" atom (i.e., the surface atom not cappsd by the adatom) to the substrate 
in a rnsnner similar to that occurring for the TT- bonded- chain model. lL*12 
The reconstruction results in a reversal of the coordinations of the rest atom 
and a second-layer atom: The rest atoms become fourfold coordinated by 
becoming, in essence, a second-layer atom bonded to a third-layer aLim, and 
the second- layer atoms becomes like a threefold- coordinated first-layer atom. 
The top views of the ideal and reconstructed surface are depicted 
schematically in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b); the corresponding side views are shown 
in Figs. 2;c) and 2(d). It can be seen that the reconstruction improves the 
values of two out of three -180° angles at the surface. 
appear to be any simple way of reducing all the streins via reconstruction. 
The reconstruction shown in Fig. 2(b) improves the bonding of the adatom to 
the substrate by forcing two of the dangling bonds to become better aligned 
with the adatom. An optimization of the structure also shows reduced 
bond-length strains. The adatom substrate bond length is calculated to be 
~3.5% longer than the bulk value (instead of ~ 4 . 9 %  before the 
reconstruction). The model has mirror reflection symmetry through a plane 
passing through the adatom. 

A 

There does not 

The constraints on etomic relaxations inherent in a rectangular 2x2 
rectangular lattice are found to limit the energy reduction from rebonding to 
~ 0 . 0 6  eV/aaatom. 
-0.14 eV/adatom higher than that of the simple hexagonal 2x2 adatom 
structure discissed in Sec. 11. One reason for the relatively high energy of 
the new structure is that the release of the strains at the surface creates 
additional stress at subsurface layers. The 2x2 lattice does not allow a 
satisfactory relaxation of these layers that will lead to a significaat 
reduction of the surface energy. The new adatom geometry leads to an enhanced 
interaction between ,.he dangling bonds on adatoms and rest atoms. For the 
particular case of the rectangular 2x2 geometry, this does not lead to a 
lowerine of the electronic energy because the term involving this interaction 
has a zero sum over the two-dimensiocal Brillouin zone. The predicted higher 
surface energy of rectangul-? versus relaxed or reconstructed hexagonal 2x2 
cells is consistent with - - .  *xpnrimentel observation 27 of only the latter 
periodicity for the Ge(11i. -Sn 2x2 system. 

The $energy of the new structure is, therefore, still 

B. Hexagonal 2x2: 4x4, and 6x6 cells 

The new recon8t.ructed type of adatom model, surprisingly, rules out 
hexagonal 2x2, 4x4,  or even 6x6 unit cells. This results from the requirement 
that the adatom should alwags be lept. threefold coordinated. As shown in 
Fig. 3 €or the hexagonal 2x2 case, this condition is incompatible with the 
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@ Adatom 

0 Surface atom 

Q Secanblayer atom 

FIG. 2. Arrows in (a) show the top view of the directions of surface 
atomic displacements leading to a reconstruction of the simple 2x2 
rectangular adatom model. The resulting structure is shown in (b). 
The rebonding is similar to that occurring in the n-bonded-chain 
reconstruction of the Si(ll1) 2x1 surfsce. It transforms 213 of the 
~ 1 6 5 ~  angles Lo -135O. 
ideal and reconstructed surfaces are sho-m in ( c )  and (d). 

The corresponding side views of the 

periodicity 3f the unit cell. The rebonding of the rest atorj (i.e., atom 3 in 
Fig. 3 )  to the substrate does not. lead to relaxation of any of the -180° 
angles created by the adatom. To reduce these anglej, it is necessary to 
rebond type-1 atom to the subst-ate. This, however, would result in the 
adatom becoming twofold coordinated, raising the surface anergy considerably. 
It is simply not possible to keep the adatom threefold coordinated and, 
simultaneously, relax the angular strains in a hexagonal 2x2 lattice. Exactly 
the same type of problem persists for the latger 4x4, 6x6, and possibly other 
2gX21~ hexagonal cells. This aspect of the new adatom model is in sharp 
contract to the conventional adatom geometry where 2 ~ x 2 1  periodicities can be 
easily achieved. 
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@ Adatom 

0 Surface atom 
Second-layer atom 

FIG. 3. This top-view figure illustrates that a rebonding of atoms, 
of the type shown in Fig. 2 for the rectangular 2x2 cell, is not 
possible for the hexagonal 2x2 cell. In order to get a reduction in 
the angular strain energy, it would be necessary to move atom 1 in 
the direction shown and make it a second-layer atom while making atom 
2 a first-layer atom. 
twofold coordinated, leading to an increase in the surface energy. 
It caa be seen that the rebonding of "rest" atom 3 does not lead to 
any lowering of the strain energy. 

This would result in the adatom becoming 

C. Hexagorral 3x3 lattice 

The smallest hexagonal EXIJ lattice for the reconstructed adatom model is 
3x3 in size, as shown in Fig. 4. The Jirections of surface atomic 
displacements leading to the reconstruction of the substrate are indicated by 
arrows in Fig. 4(a) and the resulting structure is shown in Fig. 4(b! .  The 
optimized structure is calculated to have a surface energy 0.5 eV/(3X3 unit 
cell) higher than for the relaxed but unreconstructed adatom geometry. One 
reason for this is the extremely large bond-length strains (-76.42 and 5.7%) 
at the surface resulting froa! reconstruction. These are the largest streins 
for any of the adatom models examined. Another reason for the high surface 
energy is thst reconstructions transforms only 2/9  of thc 16Oo-18O0 angles 
to ~ 1 3 5 ~  as opposed to 2/3 of such angles in the rectangular 2x2 case. In 
additim, the reconstructed 3x3 adatom model cannot be made to have the 
threefold syannetry of the underlying substrate. 

IV. 5x5 AND 7x7 RECONSTRUCTED (111) SURFACES 

A. Recoiistructed adatom model 

The smallest unit cells for which the reconstruction of the adatom model 
can be made to have threefold rotational syolhnetry are 5x5 and 7x7 in size. 
The presence of this symmetry is accompanied by the removal, o f  frustrations 
encountered in smaller unit cells. The directions of motion of surface-layer 
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FIG. 4. Top views of the Si(lll) 3x3 surface are @+own. The 
reconstructed 3x3 adatom model has a mirror plane going through the 
long diagonal but it lacks threefold rotationel syntfnetry. The 
directions of atomic motions leading to a reconstruction of the 
substrate is shown in ( a )  and the resulting structure is -'lorn in 
(b). Only one -165O angle is transformed to a -135O angle 
for each reboiding, as opposed to twice as many in 5x5 and 7x7 
lattices. The atomic designations are the same as in Figs. 1-3. 

atoms (i.e., rest atoms) which bond tt the substrate to form the mcdified 
adatom model are shown b, irrows in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). The fraction of 
surface atcims participat'ne in the reconstruction of the adatcm model is 
nearly 118 in both the 5x5 and 7x7 structures. The rebonding of each atom 
transforms two 16Oo-18O0 angles into ~ 1 3 4 ~  angles. 
positions of the adatoms on the left triangular region of the 5x5 structure 
are calculated to be modified by ~ 0 . 0 5  W relative to their ideal values as 
a result of this rebonding. No such change occ'irs on the right triangular 
section. 

The lateral 

The requirement that every adatom should be close to a boundary of the 
unit cell (such that a reconst iction of the underlying surface similar to 
thosa for the 5x5 and 7x7 surfaces can occur) rules out adatommodels with 
marginally larfer (e.g., 9x9) unit ce lss .  For the 
short diagonal 
a8 a rosult of 

of the unit cell is equivalent to a 
threefold rotational symmetry. All. 
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structures are, therefore, adjacent to a boundary. For larger cells, a number 
of adatoms would be forced to the interior of the unit cell and away from the 
boundaries. This would raise the surface energy since comparable 
reconstruction of the substrate could not occur for these scams. 

The release of strain energy associated with the rrconstruction of the 
substrate is calculated t,o be large locally. Each rebonding is calculated to 
release ~ 0 . 7  eV in energy. This value is obtainea by comparing the total 
energy for the optimized conventional 5x5 adatom model wiCh that obtained fur 
the new 5x5 structure. The latter has a surface energy which is lower than 
the reference rectangular 2x2 lattice (see Sec. 11) by 

.'? 

A p  -0.14 eV/(lXl unit cell). (10) 

i 

. *' 

i- 
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The simple reconstruction of just the left half of the 5x5 lattice goes a long 
wag towards the =-0.19 eV/atom needed to make the adatom model competitive 
with the chain model for the 2x1 cleaved surface. Because of the depth of the 
reconstruction, it is not presently feasible to do any meaningful calculations 
on the new 7x7 structure. It is assumed here that the results of the 
calculations on the 5x5 surface are applicable for the most part to t.he 7x7 
surf ace. 

FIG. 5. A top view of the ideal 5x5 adatom model is shorn in (a). 
The directions a€ atomic motions lcAding to a reconstruction of the 
substrate are indicated by arrows. The resultiag reconstructed 
structure is shown in (b), end the point of large stress in the right 
trlaneular region is indicated by an arrow. The atomic designations 
are tile same a8 in Figs. 1-3. 
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FXG. 6. Ideal and reconstructed adatom Eodels for the 7x7 surface 
are shown in (a) iind i b ) ,  respectively. The arrows in (a) give the 
4irections of atomic displacements leading to the rebonding. The 
points of high stress in the left and right triargular regions 6 r '  

indicated by arrows in (b). !I& discussed in the text, hydrogen 
chemisorption at these sit - s  kw11.i enhance the stability of the 
structure. The atomic des'.gFat.ir:lz are th? s m e  as in Figs. 1-3. 

The 5x5 and 7x7 stwct,u;e? s h m n  in Figs. 5(b) and € ( 5 )  have a 
reconstructed adatom geonetry OR the left. half of the cell and a conventional 
Lype of adatom structure on the right half. The presence of an adatom at the 
corner of the unit cell is energetically unfavorable since it leads to a 
locally ( 3 x 4 3  structure. Adatom structures with this periodicity have a 
higher surfece enerqy than those with a 2x2 lattice. From Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) 
it can be seen that the relation of equivalent sets of adhloms in the 5x5 and 
7x7 lattices [e.g., tie adatoms in the left half of the unit cells in 
F - s I , .  5(b) and 6(b)l with respect to the centers of their respective 
triangular reeions is reversed in the two cell structures. 

Sevaral possibilities for th,, reconstruction of the right t.rian?*ilar 
section of the unit cell, a5 well as f a - _  the corner, were c m s i w r e d .  Three 
of the reconstructions €or the corner are shorn in Fig. 7. Tho laPt two 
reconstructions preserve the threefold syllPmc4ry of thc unit cell, bhereas ths 
first one breaks this s-vaanetry. For the 5x5 lattice, none of tl.c?se 
reconstructions is found to lower the energy; in fact, they all r-sult in an 
increase of the total energy. Other types of atomic rearrangements at the 
corner caniiot be ruled out.. A eomperison of the calct.l&ted structural and 
electronic properties of the 5x5 structure with the available PP .erimental 
data is given in the following sections. 
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FIG. 7. Tnree possible modes of atomic displacements at the corner 
of a 5x5 cr 7x7 unit cell ere shown in (a), (b), and ( c ) .  The 
corresponding structures resultiDg from recl,nstruction are shown in 
(d), (e), and ( € 1 ,  respectively. Structures f b )  and ( c )  preserve the 
threefold symmetry of the unit cell whereas :a) breaks thi; s p s t r y  
but  maintains mirror reflection symmetry. All three types of 
reconstruction are found to result in an increase in etiergy. The 
atomic designations are the same as in Figs. 1-3. 

B .  'lacuurn- tunne1.11ig microscopy 

The presence of twci dif:erent adatom structures ;n each triangular half 
of the cell is consistent with results from vacuum- tunneling measuremsnts1*28 
on the Si(lll1-7X7 surf~r.>. The present calculations on a 5x5 outface show 
that the adatoms on tle LVO ltalves of the unit cell differ in their heights 
relative t o  a reference ; I l l )  plane hy lk0.19tC.03 A ,  with the 
adatoms on the left half be' , ig  highor. This hs reversad t-w the conv?ntional 
adatom mode' where the difttrence 4; calcrrlated to bt -0.Ob A fcr t h e  5x5 
surface and -0.02 A for the 1x7 Etrrface. Recent tuoqeling aeasuroments 
indicate a diflsrence of ~ 0 . 3  A .  The sign of the difference is ir. 
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agreement with thst calculated for the new adatom g e m t r y .  The atomic 
rebonding occurring along the boundaries of the uni. cell leads to deprsssions 
along the edges and the short diagonal of the unit cell which are consistent 
with those observed in tunneling microscopy. 

The maximum difference between tht height of an adatom to a second--layer 
atom at the corner is calculated to be z1.9i0.3 A .  
value of the cor ,*gation is 12.8f0.3 A .  The rest atoms at the c x n e r  
would have to relax more deeply towards the bulk for the measured corrugation 
to be this large. For the particular case of the rectangular 2x2 lattice, the 
tight-binding method (as compared to the pseudopotential method13) may 
tinderestimate this inward relaxation. Applying the results of the 
calculations €or tho 5x5 lattice to the 7x7 structure, the height difference 
between adatoms on the left (right) and the central atom of the left (right) 
trianp*:ar rcgion is 1.55i0.2 A (0.94f0.2 8 )  as compared to the 
valua, e - 1.2i0.3 A (0.7i0.2 8)  frola vacuum tunne1ing.l With the 
possible exception of the corner where further atomic relaxations may occur, 
the modified adatom provides a sktisfactorg overall description of the 
experiloeatal results on the 7x7 surface corrugation. 

The experinentar 

C. Rutherford backscattering 

The proposed 5x5 and 7x7 structures have structural features, arising 
f r m  reconstruction, resembling those from stacking faults at the surface. On 
the ideal (111) surface, the projection of the three bonds made by a surface 
atom with its three nearest-neighbor second-layer atoms onto a (111) plane 
forms either a Y pattern or an "inverted" Y pattern which is rotated by 180° 
from it. 
patterns are simultaneously present. The modified adatom modal demonstrates 
that such a feature tan also arise as a result of reconstruction even in the 
absence of stacking faults. The rebonding of a surface atom to the substrate 
causes a reversal of the Y patterr! next to it. An examination of the 
calculated atomic structure and lattice spacings of the modified adatom model 
shows it to be in good agreement with the structural features deduced by 
Bennett et from recent. Rutherford backscattering experiments.5,6 The 
new a d a t m  model is 8XpeCted to be consistent with the results of 
impact-collision ion spectroscopy of Aono et al.29 which give evidence for 
an adatom geometry but, at the same time, rule out the conventional, 
umeconstructed adatom model. 

If stacking fault sequences occur at the s u r f a ~ e , ~  then both 

0 .  Magnetic ordering 

The reconstruction of the simple adatom model greetly enhances the 
interactions between neighboring dangl!ng bonds by bringing them much closer 
together. The interaction between the dangling bonds on the 5x5 surface is 
estimated to make a small ( ~ 0 . 5  eVl(lX1 unit cell)] but non-negligible 
contribution to the lowering of the total energy. This is in contrast t o  the 
situation for the 2x1 a-bonded chain structure where second-nearest-neighbor 
interactions make no contribution to the stqbilization of the structure 
because the phase constraint on the wave function resulting from the Bloch 
condition leads to a cos(h) term in the electronic energy with a zero 
integral over the Brillouin zone. For the proposed 5x5 and 7x7 structures 
spin-polarization effects similar to those considered p r e v i o ~ s l y ~ ~ - ~ ~  for 
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sraaller lattices are also expected to make a further (r0.04 evlinteracting 
dangling bond) contribution to the stability of the structure. Possible 
evidence for a magnetic ordering on the 7x7 surface resulting in a very small 
gap in the electronic excitation spectrum has been obtained recently from 
low-temperature measurements .*3 

E. Photoemission 

Strong indirect evidence for the adatom reconstruction proposed in this 
paper i s  provided by normal photoemission spectra17-19 on Si(ll1) 2x1 and 
7x7 recinstructed surfaces. These measurements show 6 surface state at 0.8 eV 
below the Fermi energy Ep on both surfaces with nearly identical 
polarization and angular dependence of photoemission intensity at normal 
emission.17 
of EF, the two states lie at -0.7 eV and -0.4 eV for the 2x1 and 7x7 
surfac@s, respe~tive1y.l~ 
structure €or the 5x5 structure shown in Fig. 5(b) and for the 2x1 
reconstructed n-bonded- chain umdel1l* l2 predict a binding- energy 
difference of 0.24 eV and show the cOmwn origin of the two states. 
sharply localized and multiply degenerate state at -0.4 eV for the 5x5 surface 
is calculated to arise primarily fronr the dangling bonds of the 
threefold-coordinated surface atoms that were initially second-layer atoms 
befora the (2XZI-like reconstruction. The lower binding energy of this state 
relative to the one on the 2x1 surface is a consequence of the absence of 
nearest-neighbor n bonding on the 7x7 surface. The reduced emission 
intensity for the 7x7 surface is consistent with the smaller density of these 
type of atoms on this surface. The similarity between the 2x1 and 7x7 
surfaces is expected to hold only near normal emission where the phase of the 
wave function is invariant over all equivalent dangling bonds on the 2x1 
surf ace. 

Measured relative to the bulk valence-band maximum instead 

The present calculations of the electronic 

The 

Additional strong evidence in favor of some 2x1-type reconstruciion on 
the 7x7 surface is provided i-y LEED. Defining the effective “1/2-order” 
spectra of the 7x7 surface tc? be the average of the 317 and 417 
f ractional-order spectra, Yanb and J ~ n a ~ ~  haVQ found remarkable similarities 
in the 112 spectra of the 2X, and 7x7 surfaces. They have also shown that the 
7x7 surface possesses at lerst. one airror plane along the doubling direction 
of the 2x1 surface. Thest results of LEED are in agreement with the modified 
adatom model proposed in this paper. The question of whether the 7x7 surface 
possesses m l y  one mirror plane or three such planes leading to threefold 
rotational sysrnetry was also raised by the LEED me;surements. Surface 
rsconstrtwtion leading to a reduced symmetry can lead, in principle, to a 
reduction in the total energy. The present calculations show that the removal 
of threefold syametry on the 5x5 surface, by additional 2x1-like 
reconsixuctions st the corner atoms, Pigs. 7(a) and 7(b), which still maintain 
mirror symmetry along the [ 2 i ? l  direction, results in an increase in the 
surface energy. The present calculations indicate that the threefold symmetry 
of the 7x7 LEEU Pattern is irrtrinsic and not the result of an averaging over 
three single domain patterns. 
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G. Hydrogen chemisorption 

I '  

I 

The SXS and 7x7 unit cell contain points of high stress at the positions 
of second-layer atoms marked by arrows in F!gs. S(b) and 6(b). The stress is 
caused by the passage of three =180° angles through th8Se sites. 
surface minimizes its energy by exerting a large outward force on theso 
second-layer atoms which amves them up by -0.35 8 ,  reducing the 180° 
angles to ~ 1 6 3 ~ .  The large stress at these points increases the 
probability of bond rupture upon exposure to hydrogen. 
second- to third-layer bonds at these pints, together with tbe chemisorption 
of one hydrogen atom at each of the resulting dangliug bonds, should lead to a 
very large decrease in energy. The recent high-resolution infrared 
spectroscopy of Chabal et a1.22 on Si(ll1) 7x7 surfaces covered by a few 
percent of a monolayer of hydrogen has provided evidence for unique 
chemisorption sites at the surface and the subsurfece. 
proposed here [Fib. 6(b)J this would suljgest a greater probability for 
hydrogen chemisorption on the left half of the unit cell (at the position of 
the arrow) than on the right triangular region. 

The 

The breaking of the 

For the 7x7 model 

Evidence for the formation of SiH2 and SiH3 complexes in the early 
stages of hydrogen chemisorption on the Si(l11) 7x7 surface has been obtained 
by Wagner et a1.34 from electron-energy-loss studies. 
atomic sites to form such complexes are the adatoms where the strained 
adatom-surface bonds are most likely to break upon exposure to atomic 
hydrogen. 
of SXS and 7x7 adatm structures. Experimentally, it is known35 that 
hydrogen chemisorption does nc;t remove the seventh-order periodicity of the 
Si(ll1) surface. 

The most probable 

Hydrogen chemisorption leads to a lowering of the surface energies 

H. Optical absorption 

In the energy range of ~0.4-1.0 eV, the strength of optical absorpltion 
between surface states on the Si(ll1) 7x7 surface is at least an order of 
magnitude smaller than on the 2x1 surface. For the latter case, two recent 
optical s t ~ d i e s 3 ~ ~ ~ ~  have provided strong evidence for the m-bonded-chain 
mode1.l1 
element can be shown to be proportional to the nearest-neighboc n-bonding 
interaction between dangling bonds. The weakrless of the optical-absorption 
intensity on the 7x7 surface is related to the more distant and much weaker 
hopping matrix element between dangling bonds. The calculations for the 585 
structure show narrow empty s&-synaretry surface--state bands at 0.13-0.28 eV 
and at 0.39-0.4s eV at above the valence-band maximum (VBX) which are strongly 
localized on the adatoms. The highest filled surface states are calculated to 
be =3.4 eV below the VBX. These states are also in character and are 
localized on the fourfold atoms which become th-zefold coordinated as a result 
of reconstruction. Transitions between these states are expected to be very 
weak as a result of the small hybridization between the orbitals. At higher 
excitation energies (1-3 eV), differential external reflectivity 
measure~ients~~ show a surface-state transition at 1.76 eV. 

For this structure, the magnitude of the optical transition matrix 

I. Nucleation at steps 

A study of the phase transition between :he Si(ll1) 7x7 and 1x1 
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structures at Tc=8300C via reflection electron microscopy14 reveals 
that the 7x7 structure nucleates preferentially at steps. From the 
observation that the shapes of the steps change spontaneously and continuously 
above Tc, it was concluded that the 7x7 reconstructiou involved an ordering 
of either adatoms or vacancies.14 
for the 7x7 surface, the role of steps in the nucleation process is to force 
initially a linear ordering of adatoms along the step. 
of adatoms near the step is larger than that of adatoms on the terrace so that 
they remain effectively pinned at the step while the other adatoms can move, 
then a two-dimensional ordering of atoms should eventually result. 
binding energy near a step is reasonable because of the greater freedom for 
atomic relaxation at such a site. The 7x7 to 1x1 order-disorder 
t c a ~ s i t i o n ~ ~  probably results when all adatoms become mobile. 
temperatures (T_<42SoC), where surface atomic mobilities are smaller, steps 
tend to increase the 2x1 to 7x7 transit ion temperature. 40 

In the context of the new adatom model 

If the binding energy 

A greater 

At lower 

J. Adsorption of closed-shell atoms 

Recent s t u d i e ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~  of Ar, Kr, and Ke adsorption on the Si(ll1) 7x7 
surface have provided useful information on the 
surface. The measurements provide evidence for 
the surface which is most probably associated w 
of the unit cell seen in tunneling microscopy. 
adsorbed Kr and Xe as B function of temperature 
Webbz4 were able to demonstrate inadequacies in 
models that have been proposed for this surface 
Schell-S~rokin~~ have reporte! ultraviolet phot 
coverage-dependent electron binding energies of 

atomic structure of this 
B mique chemisorption site at 
th the deep hole at the corner 
By measuring the amount of 
at fixed pressure, Conrad and 
nearly all the structural 
More recently Demuth and 

emission measurements of the 
adsorbed Ar and Xe on Si(l.11) 

surfaces. Their results favor the Harrison-Binnig1g2 type of adatom model 
for the 7x7 surface to the exclusion of most other structural models. The 
three types of adsorption sites inferred from the measurements &re indicative, 
however, of a structure more complex than the simple adatom geometry. This is 
consistent with vacuum- tunneling results1 and with the reconstructed adatom 
model presented in this paper. 

V. TPLHER MODEL i 
i In addition to adatom models, Himpsel's trimer model8 for the 7X? 

reconstructiou was axaminea in detail. The model is similar to the 
rr-bonded-chain model for the Si(ll1) 2x1 surface except that only one half 
as much rebonding of atoms is required to create it. Furthermore, in common 
with the models proposed by McRae9 and Bennett ,lo stacking-fault sequences 

second-layer atoms along the boundaries of the unit cell leading to a -16% 
reduction in dangling-bond density from the 1x1 surface. 
that the reduction in t.he number of broken bonds together with IT bonding 
would stabilize the timer model against the 2x1 chain model. 

! 

I are explicitly included in the structure. This leads to bonding between 

It was suggested8 

T 

5 

Using a 5x5 lattice, the atomic structure of the trimer model was fully 
optimized. The calculations show that the model has a higher surface energy 
than either the ideal 1x1 surface or the simple adatom model. The surface 
energy is calculated to be ~ 0 . 3  eV/lXl unit cell higher than the 
reconstructed adatom model. The IT bonding in the trimer model is found to 

! 
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be not as effective as in the 2x1 chain model. Calculations for an optimized 
2x2 trimer model (which replaces the large strains associated with the 
stacking-fault sequences of the 5x5 structure with other unavoidable strains) 
give an identical surface energy when corrections for a 16% lower 
dangling-bond density are made. For 5x5 and 7x7 lattices, the results of the 
calculations indicate that the bonding between second-layer atoms which is 
required in stacking-fault models of the surface reconstruction leads to large 
strains which are energetically ui,?avorabZe. 

VI. METHOD OF CALCULATION 

The use of the empirical tight-binding method in force and 
energy-minimization calculations is discussed in detail in Ref. 25. In this 
section, the approach employed in calculating the surface energies for the 
large unit cells discussed above is examined. 

As in previous calculations, a slab geometry infinitely periodic in two 
dimensions wqs used. 
that the relaxations or reconstructions on the two ends of the slab should 
rem'-n independent of each other. 
layers in the present calculations, the dangling bonds on one end of the slab 
were eliminated by the addition of hydrogen for all the surfaces studies. To 
account for the effects of hydrogenation on the total energy, an additional 
calculation in which hydrogen was added to both ends of an ideal slab had to 
be made. One-half of the total energy of the latter geometry was subtracted 
from the energy of the structure with hydrogen on only one side of i - ,  to 
determine the total energy g.tot of the remaining 
energy y was then calculated by dividing the energy 

The criterion for choosing the thickness of the slab is 

To reduce the need for a large number of 
1 

1 

atoms. The surface 

(11) 

by the area of the surface unit cell. 
per atom in the crystalline, diamond--structure environment. 

In Eq. (111, 9 is the binding energy 

The calculations on 5x5 adatom geometries were done with a 131-atom unit 
cell consisting of six adatoms, four complete (111) layers (100 atoms), and 25 
hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen layer and the Si layer adjacent to it were held 
fixed in nearly all the calculations. The remaining 81 atoms were allowed to 
relax. 
along the direction of the Hellmann-Feynman force acting on it. 
calculation of this force within the tight-binding method is straightforward 
and has been previous!.y The modified adatom mGde1 proposed in 
this paper leads to a relaxation extending deeper into the bulk than is the 
case for the simple adatom model. 
test the new adatom model for the 7x7 surface. For the conventionel adatom 
model, however, a calculation of the atomic structure was made. In these 
calculations, a 159--atom unit cell consisting of 12 adatoms, two full (111) 
layers (98 atoms), and 49 hydrogen &toms was used. 

The relaxed atomic geometries were determined by moving each atom 
The 

For this reason, it was not possible to 

A new adatom 
reconstruction of 

i 
I 
I 

V I I .  CONCLUSIONS 

model differing from the conventional model by a 
the substrate is proposed. The new adatom structure 
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provides an explanation for the 7x7 and 5x5 size of the unit cells seen on 
annealed Si(1ll) and Si(lll)-Ge surfaces, respectively. The model is 
consistent with structural information from vacuum-tunneling microscopy. 
also provides simple explanations for stacking-fault-type features expected 
from Rutherford backscattering experiments and for similarities in the LEED 
and photoemission spectra of 2x1 and 7x7 surfaces. 

It 
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DISCUSSIOW 

RAO: I believe you said as part of your talk that these bonds have residual 
ionic charges. 
pensation in these charges by other atoms moving in? What is the physi- 
cal manifestation of this? 

What is the effect of ionic charges? Can you get com- 

RAZWBRSKI: The physical manifestation is an increase in the work fuaction at 
You can actually predict that there should be about 0.5 eU 

You can get rid of most of these things by hydrogen ion. 

You can tell which end is negative and which one is positive, 

the surface. 
increase in the work function. Measured, the work function increases 
about 0.35 eV. 
You get an increase in the work function because of the way the a t o m  are 
oriented. 
and then calculate the work function increase. 

DYER: This work has very far-reaching, important considerations for man) uses 
-. of silicon, and I compliment you and your workers on this. I have a 

Supposing you were dis- 

4 come up? 

question that arises in my mind right away. 
solving away silicon or melting away silicon, do you visualize that these 
structures would occur instantaneously or would they take some time to 

4 
0 1 :  The reason is, for the activation barrier to go to the annealed sili- 

<,I con 7 I 7 structure you can measure the activation energy by going to the 
following experiment: You take the [loo] surface, which is 2 x 1, and you 
keep it at, let's say, 20OoC. When this has been done, then you wait, 
and measure the time that you have to wait to get the 7 x 7, and you do 
that at 3OO0C, 4OO0C, and so on. 
transform the 2 x 1 to the 7 x 7 surface, you get an activation energy of 
about one-half eV per atom, to go from the 2 x 1 to the 7 x 7 structure. 
But if the temperature is high, if you are close to 8OO0C, then the 
structure appears spontaneously. 
80OOC. The Japanese have shown by beautiful microscopy measurements 
that the 7 x 7 structure nucleates at steps. I believe the reason it 
nucleates at steps is that you get a one-dimensional ordering of the 
atoms along the steps, which eventually lead to a three-dimensional 
ordering over the entire surface. 

Prom the time that is required to 

The atomic mobilities are very large at 

SAH: I would like to ask you if you could give us the implication of the 
results you find on oxidized silicon? 
states recdination velocity? On oxidized silicon at high temperature? 

How does that affect the interface 

I 

CHMI: I have done some work on silicon oxide interfaces that I did not 
mention here, This work has been done mostly on clean surfaces with no 
oxida. I have done some work on hydrogenated silicon [ill] and [lo01 
6urfaces. If you add hydrogen to these surfaces, then all the recon- 
struction goes away. You end up with a much lower surface energy i f  you 
have essentially an ideal surface with every dangling bond saturated by 
hydrogen. The 7 x 7 surface, however, is known to to bQ an extremely 
stable surface. A Japanese group reported that they exposed it to 
hydrogen and oxygen and to air for several days and they were still 
seeing 7th-order spots in their leads. It is a very stable structure. 

! 
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GRUNTHMIEP: I have two questions. One is: are you fadliar with a recent 
gaper that Linos Pauling put out, looking at ycur asymmetric dimes situa- 
tion on <loo>? 

CHADI: I forgot to mention that there was some controversy with the siAicon 
(100). The chemists, particularly Goddard at Caltech, sug6ested that 
asyaraetry was not reasonable, that it should remain syormetric. 1 heard 
that in a conference where Pauling was present; Pauling took issue with 
Goddard. 
giving chemical arguments why silicon (100) should have asylmnetric 
dimer structure. 
using very simple chemical arguments. His idea was that, essentially, 
there were two configurations, covalent configuration and ionic configu- 
ration, and these two configurations had roughly similar energies -- that 
they would mix in two different configurations that gave asymmetry. 

I later wrote this paper in the Physical Review suggesting 

In fact, they r'aund the structure very close to mine, 

GRUNTHANEB: The thought that was quite fascinating that came out of that was 

He comes up with disgustingly close numbers in terms of 
these incredibly simple arguments that he has developed out of atomic 
orbital theory. 
what you were able to get out. 

CHADI: I had the same ideas after I did the calculations. In fact, I had the 
angles on the viewgraph. 
the symmetric to the asynrnetric dimer: in the synrmetric dimer you still 
have all 190° angles. 
to the asgmmetric dimer, one of the bonds becomes SP2-bonded, essen- 
tially. 
strong; much stronger tharr the SP3 bond. 
and the P bonding is close to the SP3 bond. 
way, and that is essentially Pauling's argument. 

If you look at what happens when you go from 

Whereas when you go Very close to tetrahedral. 

The angles can relar to close to 120°. The SP2 bond is very 
The other one becomes P-bonded 

So you gain energy that 

GRWTHANBR: That is what brings up the second question. When you did this 
calculation of the effective grain boundary in silicon material, I assume 
+,hat out of the calcalation you get the chemical implication of bonding 
and entibonding states, and of the e.irgy distances between those. For 
the grain boundary in silicon, buried down in the silicon in your slab, 
you essentially get something like a bonding-antibonding splitting in 
there that I assume you can compare with what you can get for the normal 
SP3 bonding in silicon. So the question is, was there any difference 
in gap implied in that rehybridization in the 5- and 7-membered rings? 
And then the second part of that: was there any indication of the change 
in hybridization? 
lowing the kind of orbital electro-negativity ideas that are being 
developed now? 

Namely, is the S contribution to bonding really fol- 

CHADI: As I am sure that you are aware, the grain boundary I considered was a 
continuous grain boundary. There were no dangling bonds. It was a per- 
fect bonding at every site. 

I 

I 

I 

t 

GRUNTHANEB: But the geometry is qiite different around the silicon site. I am 
wondering whether there is an application €or that in the gap. 
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C U I :  I looked at the static charge distribution at the grain boundary and I 
found, amazingly, that most of the atoms were neutral to within 200th~ of 
an electron. 
deviations from neutrality of & 0.1 electrons. As far as the electronic 
states -- I looked at those; whenever you havs five or seven full rings, 
there it a very characteristic state that is forbidden essentially for 
even numbcrs of rings of atoms, and these states occur at two well-defined 
positions where you have pseudo-gaps. 
density state then there is one of these pseudo-gaps at about 0.08 eV 
below the valence band. This is a very sharp state. There is also 
sharp state in the conductim band, I don't know at what energy, but 
there is nothing in the band gap. 
state associated with the grain boundary. 

However, there were a few atoms at t.he boundary that had 

If you look at the four bands of 

The band gap is free of any defect 

MILSTEIN: After Grunthaner's cement about Linus Pauling discussing this, I 
am not sure that I have anything further to say. 
at was the matter where you described the thermodynamic transformation, 
and the argument that crossed my mind is that in the carbon system, 
diamond is not thermodynamically stable, although we have all seen such 
objects, and they stand around for quite some time. I think the issue I 
would raise is that this should be viewed from the point of view of the 
bonding of Period 4 elements. In that sense, I think, when you go from 
carbon to silicon tt.e transformations occur more readily, clearly, but 
when you talk about a pi-. mded system, it's a straight organic system. 
That is where it comes from. 

The issue I was looking 

0 1 :  That's right. However, this might be easy for you to say, but the 
chemist, I know Goddard far example, believes that the pi-bonding of 
silicon is very weak and I think it is weak, it i s  much, much -- by a 
factor of three -- weaker in magnitude than the pi-bonding in carbon. 
However, it does occur. 
exist in rilicon, whereas there is strong evidence now, at least on tho 
silicon surface, that pi-bonding does exist, and it is very, very weak. 
As I mentioned, absorption between surface states, with the polarization 
dependence of the absorption. The only structufe that agrees with that 
measurement and also photon emission is the chain structure. 
to convince the ch-mists. I believe, at the surface at least, there is 
pi-bonding, and it makes a contribution to the stability of the surface. 
The question is: how strong is it? The chemists say iL is very weak. 

Some would argue that pi-bonding should not 

So you have 

MILSTEIN: Obviously, it has to be very weak. I don't think tiere is any 
argument about that. 

CHADI: It is much stronger than carbon. 

MILSTEIN: That probably also explains why diamond exists, because themo- 
dynamically it ocght not to. 
get over it to change it to graphite. 

You have a big enough activaticn energy to 

*- 
t. 

CHADI: Yes. The activation energy is very big there. 

HANOKA: 

i 
i I uould like to pursue this thing about the hydrogen on the surface 

again. That was for a [ l l l l  sur€ace, is that right? i 

i 
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CHADI: For the Ill11 kurface it goes to an ideal, yes, the reconstruction 
goes away and also for thta [lOOI, i f  you add hydroget; it first saturates 
the dangling bonds, and it stays 2 x I, but then i f  you add more hydragen 
then it breaks the silicon-silicon dimer bond and you get a dihydride on 
the [IO01 surface. 

HANOKA: That is interesting, because there is I8 spectroscopic evidence of an 
Sin2 being formed at the surface. 
concentrations. 

Of course, there you have much higher 
That is what I was going to ask you about. 

CHADI: In fact, if you put water on the silicon (1001 you get both silicon 
hydrogen and silicon OH modes, you get the association. 
of work in I8 with oxygen, hydrogen and water on the silicon surfaces. 

There is a lot 

KAZltERSKI: We want to thank you very much, D.J. I will point c,t that this 
is an ideal case for the experimentalists, where D.J. won the Peter Hark 
Award and got $500 for his work, and I just saw that Benig and Bohr got 
the King Faisal Award at considerably more money, almost like a Nobel 
Prize. 

I 
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